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QUESTION NO: 1

Given a new privilege set in a FileMaker Pro 8 database, which two extended privileges can be enabled to enable an 
external application to connect to the database? (Choose two.)

A. Access via ActiveX 

B. Access via ODBC/JDBC 

C. Access via FileMaker Mobile 

D. Access via External Application 

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 2

Which three are capabilities of the Save Records as PDF [ ] script step? (Choose three.)

A. create a "PDF Form" document 
. dynamically name a PDF document 

B. attach a calculated password to control printing 

C. create a PDF based on a layout with a blank record 

D. create a directory into which to export a PDF document 

ANSWER: B C 

QUESTION NO: 3

Which three statements about field validation are true in FileMaker Pro 8? (Choose three.)

A. Fields can only be validated by a single criterion. 
. Field validation warnings may be triggered by scripts. 

B. Users can be prevented from overriding the validation warning. 

C. A script can be specified to run when manually entered field data fail validation. 

D. Users can be presented with a specific message that they will see when a field fails
validation. 
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ANSWER: B D 

QUESTION NO: 4

A database has two tables, Planet and Moon. Moons are related to a single planet and their relationship is set to delete 
related records in the Moon table when a Planet record is deleted. 

Which two things happen when the Planet table is deleted from the Tables tab of the

Define Database dialog? (Choose two.)

A. All data in the Planet table are deleted. 

B. All records in the Moon table are deleted. 

C. All records in the Moon table remain unaffected. 

D. All records in the Moon table are deleted if the option to "Also remove occurrences of these tables in the graph" was 
selected when deleting the Planet table. 

ANSWER: A C 

QUESTION NO: 5

When manually importing data into a field that has a validation rule in FileMaker Pro 8, which statement is true?

A. The validation cannot be triggered during the import. 

B. Unless the validation has been set to apply Always, data cannot be imported into the field. 

C. Assuming the validation has been set to apply Always, if one or more records fail the validation test, the import will abort 
at the first validation failure. 

D. Assuming the validation has been set to apply Always, if one or more records fail the validation test, a summary 
containing the number of validation failures will be presented at the end of the import. 

ANSWER: D 

QUESTION NO: 6

A file has two layouts, Form and List. Form uses the [File Default] Menu Set. List uses a
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Custom Menu Set called List Menu. 

The file default is set to [Standard FileMaker Menus]. The file has two scripts. Script A installs the Custom Menu Set List 
Menu. Script B installs the same Menu Set, but also includes the Use As File Default option. 

If you are on the List layout, which statement is true?

A. You run Script A, then switch to the Form layout and the List Menu Menu Set is active. 

B. You run Script B, then switch to the Form layout and the List Menu Menu Set is active. 

C. You run Script B, then switch to the Form layout and the [Standard FileMaker Menus]Menu Set is active. 

D. You switch to the Form layout, run Script A, then choose New Window and [Standard FileMaker Menus] is active. 

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 7

Which three are required to get XML data, using a Web browser, from a database hosted by FileMaker Server 8 Advanced? 
(Choose three.)

A. a query string in an HTTP URL request 

B. the FMPDSORESULT or fmresultset grammar 

C. at least one account with the fmxml extended privilege assigned to its privilege set 

D. XML Publishing enabled in the Web Publishing Administration Console 

E. the Export Records [FMPDSORESULT] or Export Records [FMPXMLRESULT] script step included in a script set to run 
when the database opens 

ANSWER: A C D 

QUESTION NO: 8

A layout contains a portal that allows creation of related records. What are two techniques that can be used to navigate to 
the empty row at the bottom of the portal? (Choose two.)

A. use the script step Go to Portal Row [Select; Last] 

B. use the script step Go to NthRecord [fieldName; Last] 

C. assuming a field in the portal is in the tab order, click or tab to the first portal row then arrow down to the last row 

D. assuming a field in the portal is in the tab order, click or tab to the first portal row and continue to tab to the last row 
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ANSWER: A D 

QUESTION NO: 9

Given the formula: 

Choose( Qty / 100; 0; 2; 4; 6; 8 ) 

If the field Qty contains the value 250, what is the result?

A. 0 

B. 2 

C. 4 

D. 6 

E. 8 

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 10

How would you configure a database so that users will not be prompted for a username and password when accessing the 
database via Instant Web Publishing?

A. Leave the file's account settings in the default state. 

B. Define a [Web] privilege set and a [Web]account with no password. 

C. Enable the [Guest] account, and make it the only account with the [fmiwp] extended privilege enabled. 

D. Set the Instant Web Publishing access to the file in the Instant Web Publishing dialog to
All Users. 

ANSWER: C 
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